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The closed formof a generatingfunction
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In all there examples the right side is a function
which is obtainedbytaking finite sums differences products
and quotients of well knownfunctions like
Ca Polynomials b else k a constant
There are no infinite sums or products in the

expressions on the right These are called theclosed forms
of the functions on the left

More examples
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You will often be asked to write generating frutious or
Eats of sequences in closed form



Probability Theory Chapter10

We will only deal with finite sets or sometimes

very special kinds of infinite sets ones which are

bijective to IN
Beforemaking formal definitions some intuitive

examples may be helpful

Enamples
I An urn contains fourblue balls and five red balls What
is the probability that a tall chosen from the win is blue
Assume that each of the nine balls has an equal
chance of being chosenSolution Each of the nine outcomes is equallylikely
and four of these produce a blue ball Sothe answer is 419

2 What is the probability that when two dice are rolled the
sum of numbers on the two dice is 7

When nothing is stated one assumes that all

n outcomes are equally likely

dangerousfend
Vinton The outcomes can be identifiedThis is the
with pairs i j with i jt 1,2 6 In

symbol other words there are 36 outcomes
Ttheting These are the 36 red dots in the

5 xy plane plotted in the picture on
4 the left
3 a The successful outcomes are

the pairs ii j amongst the red
dots such that it 7 These areC 6 C257 13,47 4,37 15,2 and16,1
These precisely the red dotslying on



the line nty 7 There are six successful outcomes and
so the answer is f

Probability spaces
A probabilityspace is a pair S P where S is a finite

set and P is a function
P PCS TO I

where PCs is the set of all subsets of S Pls the

power set of S such that
1 PCO O and P S L
2 If A B are subsetsofS and ARB d then

P AUB PIA T P B

Important Pt P

Suppose SP is a probability space Then
N S is thesamplespace Thebookdoesnot define this
Cii P is the probability measure

Ciii Subsets of S ie elements of P S are calledevents

If ECS then PCE is calledthe probabilityof the
event E

Civ If x is an element ofS then n is called
an outcome sometimes an elementaryoutcome

Examples
3 In example 1 above the sample space is

S Ba Ba Ba Ba Ri Ra Rs R4 75
where Bi i 1,2 3,4 are the four blue balls and Rj j 1,334,5
are the five red balls The event whose probability
we have to compute is E Bi Ba BaBa In otherwords
a successful outcome is that the ball a picked out of



the urn is in E Since all outcomes are equally
likely and since

P EBI PEBay P Bs TP Ba PCR PCR PCR3 PIRITPR
P Bi Ba BaBa Ri Ra Ri RaRs byProperty2
Pls
L

it follows that
P n I t ne S

by Property2
Thus PCE P Bi BaBaBa I P B P Bz PCBs tP Ba

Iq
We don'thave to be this elaborate in our solutions It

was done this way to illustrate the various definitions

4 In example 2 above S fi j e MxIN ieije 6 and
E Ci j E S i j 7 6,17 15,21 14,37 3,4 12,51 11,61

Ter i d E i j 36
and hmu

p E 636 t

Remark Since S is finite P is complity specified by its
values on outcomes In other words if one knows
P n for every NES then one kurus P E for
every E E PCS To see this suppose E hi in C S

Since Ui Enz us an aremutually disjoint by
Property 2 of probability spaces applied repeatedly we see that

PCE P Cn T P Nz t P fun



Notational relaxation If n is an outcome it is

simpler to write P r rather than P a and we

will often do so Wanting P Eng can be cumbersome

Definition An experiment is a procedure that yields
one of a given set of possible outcomes

This is a standard town in probability theory but
is not used in the textbook It is however useful terminology
In example 1 the experiment is drawing a ball from

the urn In example2 the experiment is rolling a pair
of dice The term allows a greaterflexibility in describing
a randomprocess

5 In a lottery players win a largeprize when they
pick four digits that match in the correctorder four
digits selected by a random mechanicalprocess A
smaller prize is won if only three digits are matched
What is the probability that player wins the large
prize What is the probability that a player wins the
small prizeSolution The sample space is

S 0,1 a x O I 9 x 0,1 9 x 0,1 9
Since nothing is statedabout the probabilitiesof the
outcomes we will assume all outcomes are equally
likely There are 104 outcomes and so if n y z t ES
is an outcome their

P Gyz t 10 4

There is only one way to choose all fourdigits
correctly and so the probability that a player wins the
large prize is 10 4

To win the smallerprize one has to chooseexactly



three digits correctly or what is the same thing one

chooses exactly one digit incorrectly
Let ca b c d be the outcome with all four

digits correct Let
Ei my Z E ES Nta y b 3 1 t d
Ez Cn y z E ES na y b z e t d

Ez In y z t Est na y b Zte t d
and Ea In y z t ESI na y b z c t d

Then the choice x y z t wins the smaller prize
if and only if it ties in one of the sets Er Er Es Ea

Thus one wins the smaller prize if and only if
the event E E U Ez UEsuEy occurs

None Er Er Es Ea are mutually disjoint lie
EinEj 0 if i j So

P E PCE PLED PLES P E4
None for it 1,23 4

lent 9 why
Hence

PCEi 9

which yields
pay 4 go 31 295m This is

goodenough

Don'tsimplify
If you are curious If I 0.0036 So the chances

of winning the smaller prize are very lone and the chances
ofwinning the larger prize even lower 0.0001

Bridgegames A standarddeck of cards contains 52

cards consisting of four suits each suit having



13 cards each The suits are named spades hearts clubs
and diamonds The 13 cards in a suit have values
or denominations which are

2,3 4,5 6,78 9 10 Jayck Augen king
A

Note there are four cards of every value e.g there is a

7 in each of the four suits in thejargonof cardplayers
a 7 of spades 7 of hearts 7of clubs and 7 of diamonds

A bridge game is played with two teams consisting of
two players each The cards of one of the players called the
dummy are known to the other three players Each player
has 13 cards called the hand of the player and the
cards in each hand except that of the dummy are

known only to the player whohas that hand
People in the same team partners sit opposite each

other and everyplayer has an opponent to their left
and one to their right

N N and S are in
the same team E and

S w are in the sameteam

6 In a bridge hand you and yourpartner who
is the dummy have two aces between the two of
you What is the probability that one ofyour
opponents has the remaining two aces
Solution
On the faceof it it seems as if the probability



is Yz We will see this not so though the
answer is close

Let us first work out the chance that the
opponent to your left has both the remaining aces
You and your partner account for 26 cards that you
know The opponent to the left has two aces
there is only one way this can happen from the
26 cards with your opponents This opponent has
11 more cards and these have to be chosenfrom
24 cards since the fate of two of the cards is known
So

ofways opponent on left has theremaining two aces

Y
The of possible hands opp on left has 33

This implies
Probability opponent on left
has remaining aces

Y

E
24

31 I T
24 13

26

137 12
26 25

I I Es

By symmetry the probability that your opponent onthe righthas the tworemaining aces is also 6125 Since the two



events are mutually exclusive
P oneofthe opps hasbothremainingaces Ig

This can be verifiedby an independent computation of a
probability of the complementary event namely the
event that each of the opponents has one ace

There are two waysto distributethe two remaining aces

amongst the two opponents obviously of the remaining
24 cards 12 have to be distributed to the opponent
on the left the remaining 12 go to the one on the

right So

ofwaysopps have one remaining ace each 2 II
Have
P Eachopphasexactly one remaining ace

2 2K

f
2 14h I
2 132
1267 25

This means that
P oneofthe opps hasbothremainingaces 1 13 15

exactly as before

Remark Note that both Ig and Ig are chore to However

the chance of each opponenthaving one ace each is slightly
higher than the chance that one of themholds both the
remaining aces

If you wish to you can put all this in a probability



space framework as follows
Let R be the set of cards which are not yours or

your partner's so 1121 26 Let A Az be the aces which are

not with you or your partner The sample space S is
S E H H C R and IH1 13

S represents the set of possible hands of the opponent to
your leftThe event that the opponent to your left holdsboth A as

well as Az as partof his or her hand is
EL HES A EH andAzEH

The event that the opponent to your right has A andAz
is

Er HES A H and Az H
The event that one ofyour opponentsholdsboth A andAzis

E EL UER
Clearly E Nez 0

Since no informationhas beenprovidedabout the

probability measure one assumes that every outcome HES is

equally probable None

1st Y
It follows that

P H I

E
THE S

We will often not frame our solution in terms

of probability spaces especiallywhen a direct attack is possible
Nevertheless it is a useful framework which gives us

conceptual clarity and we may fall back on it when the
problem asked seems confusing


